30 Plus Titles
Inspired by my comrades Jay Z and Pusha T.
Undoubtedly Jay Z has surpassed all barriers of a Hard Knock Life. The Roc brand has excelled In My Lifetime
since his epic release of Reasonable Doubt.
Since graduating from the Marcy Projects money green dreams Jay Z has elevated his game into a realm
occupied by past, present, and future super heavyweights and prophets name for name.
Today for Jay everything is Blue, the Twins, and Beyoncé. Whatever the Carter family touches instantly goes
Viral and is desired like the Blue Ivy Carat Collections (coming soon).
Being a late 60s baby as far back as I could remember my gift and curse was and remains my Heart Of A Lion.
In the streets, it appears the mindsets of the government and community leaders from atop down is that of
Apex Predators v. Prey.
Past and present all we hear and see on TV is the Gift Of Gab, gangster, and hustlers.
Like any other dynamic to overcome in the streets, we have an uncanny ability to adapt, maintain, and excel
from nothing.
The alleged masterminds and key movers transcend the hood and the alleged political spectrums of power
exceed the comprehension of the average eyes and ears. However, we are all tired of being tired and will eat
regardless of the cost.
Coming from the mud regardless where you’re from the greater majority of hustlers don't hustle as a sport. The
transgressions of hustling derive from pain and starvation. When your starving the ends will always justify the
means.
Today what you hear in a lot of music is a lot of glamour and glitz. However the truth is globally less than 2% of
street hustlers graduate the game of ounces, brick sales, shaking, or baking. The other 98+ % best case
scenario are long prison sentences and the worst case is death.
To this very day, there are no tobacco fields, gun factories, coca or opium plants nor the key ingredients to
refine the many other drugs and poisons planted in the hood. However, the hood remains the primary location
where that bag religiously drops.
As a child watching the alleged masterminds and key movers although ignorant to many factors of the game
and life, The Fight Within quickly established a gift of gab.
I embraced (1) no matter the game there are pecking orders; (2) every good leader at some point had to be a
great follower; (3) longevity is based on discipline, remaining the course, and remaining loyal to your choices
good, bad, or indifferent; and (4) in A Woman’s World.
It became clear life's a b*t*h and I married her.

Growing up in the Jimmy Carter, Reagan, and Oliver North eras there was a lot of Monkey See Monkey Do
with a common goal to Soar Like An Eagle. That's what I Released To The Atmosphere.
In my heart, the better parts of me knew Change was required but the Rebellion And The Fear Of Ebonics &
Uncensored Expressions were feared.
So life's Social Media & Reality TV made us say What like no one knew The Power Of Choices Are Super
Hero Powers.
Looking up all we saw were hypocritical straw men with Rico Act faces exhibiting conflicting behaviors wearing
various name brand suits similar to today.
I'm talking that gangster that still takes and defines America’s Survival Of The Fittest.
Although I have an in-depth testimony, Hustler To Hustler I still love the play and stunting. However, my spirit
leads me to take you back to the essence. Why?
The majority of the things we glorify in these streets not limited to relations, vehicles, homes, jewelry, etc.,
depreciates. However, the investments in self will always appreciate.
So playing Inside The Lines I remain approachable, teachable, and respectful. Game Recognize Game that's
the Buffalo State Of Mind.
Looking behind the eyes, conversations, and actions of a gangster, hustlers, religions, corporate bosses,
teachers, and all the other fronts that mask secrets, I remain thankful for understanding every day Still
Breathing and hope you Keep Your Mind To The Pavement And Grind.
I graduated my game to the highways and international waters. I shot three-pointers from airports, buses, and
train stations.
The Lottery Of Thinking Outside The Box I constantly critique my person without burning bridges moving with
hood passes, brute force, and blessings to create a plate until negotiations reach satisfactory levels with the
plug of choice Know What I Mean.
Today I'm down a few trials and although I do acknowledge my babies have to say My Daddy In Jail, You Can
Never Incarcerate My Mind.
While doing you never lose sight of your Street Wisdom & Riches Understand Your Worth.
The system is designed to move us like cattle. The system is waiting to tag our babies to house them right next
to us to manage $12 to $20 a month while trillions are made off of us.
A G Call To The Trenches Felon 2 Felon. The daily efforts we apply in running our street operations, it takes
20 to 30% of those efforts to secure the bag in the corporate world.
Knowing the only thing that changes in the game is the product, never our hustle is a plus. So we must never
be afraid to apply our hustle elsewhere.

It’s our duty to shed light on Incarceration Verses The Incarcerated, which is a reality that truly runs deep.
Like you, I am always a fan of the play however, also like you, I have my own Letter To The Streets.
So when we ball we must remain fully aware of the balls we choose to play with.
Be sure to check out some of my many tributes not limited to, Dan Rooney, Craig Sagar, Muhammad Ali, Pat
Summit, Paul Harvey, LeBron James, and Stephen A. Smith.
Today many are starting to perpetuate love even though many are still choosing to rival, take a journey through
Oyezzz after this showcase of 30 Plus Titles.
Written (08/11/16) by Clifton A. Jackson
Your likes, repost of link, tags, and hashtags are sincerely appreciated.

